
Petite Provence is a family-owned business that sells table linens, kitchen 
accessories, and home décor imported from Provence, France.  Business owners, 
Thor and Veronique, personally travel to Provence to hand-select their products with 
the aim of bringing the best of the South of France to their customers. 

fromFREEtoFEE 
How Vertical Rail transitioned Petite Provence from free 
Google Product Search to the fee-based Google Shopping 
& achieved monthly return on ad spend of over 2000% 



Case  

Results 
 High rankings for primary 

keywords 
 Increased overall site traffic 

& sales by >10% 
 ROI of >2000% monthly 
 Holiday season ROI of 

3303.11% 
• Adapt to Google’s new paid structure 
• Develop visibility in Google Shopping 
• Decrease click cost spend in PLAs 
• Increase Google Shopping ROI 

Goals 
 Attain high product visibility 
 Be profitable in Google 

Shopping’s new CPC model 
 Monthly ROI of >1000% 

Approach 
 Data feed optimization 
 Launch targeted product 

listing ads campaign 
 Proactive bid management 

At a Glance 
When Google announced its change from the free 
Google Product Search system to the paid Google 
Shopping model, Vertical Rail poised Petite Provence on 
the fringes of the new frontier.  Where some perceived 
the change as negative, Vertical Rail saw in it a 
potentially profitable new shopping channel for Petite 
Provence. 
Caution had to be exercised in the uncharted territory, 
however.  With no average bid history or engine data, 
there was no telling which way spend and budgets would 
move or whether smaller companies would be able to 
compete with national retailers. 
 

Despite the uncertainty, Vertical Rail – backed by a 
proven track record in Google AdWords, an intimate 
knowledge of data feed optimization, and unquestionable 
bid management savoir-faire – was confident that it would 
open up a cost-effective sales channel for Petite 
Provence. 

Study 

Objectives 

theSITUATION 



Vertical Rail’s entrance strategy for Petite Provence included a data feed optimization 
plan.  To heighten Petite Provence’s visibility in Google Shopping and increase the 
potential for qualified clicks, Vertical Rail cleaned up product data and performed SKU 
level optimization on every item in their feed. 
After data feed optimization, Vertical Rail would construct a targeted Product Listing Ads 
campaign for Google Shopping that would bring Petite Provence into Google Shopping 
and allow for flexible bidding strategies. 
 
The Product Listing Ads would be monitored daily to ensure high performance.  Bids 
would be set to gain positioning on SERPs and adjusted as necessary to showcase 
products during peak selling periods and dialed down during slow seasons. 

theSTRATEGY 
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Return On Ad Spend 

theSUCCESSES 
Petite Provence’s Product Listing Ads campaign took off as soon as it 
entered Google Shopping.  Immediately, Petite Provence’s products 
began to place in top positions on SERPs for its main keywords – 
making it a key contender against big-box stores.  
Performance-wise, the campaign shot up to a 2309.5% ROI in its first 
month and peaked at 3719.56% during the holiday season.  Even in 
Petite Provence’s slower seasons, the PLA campaign continued to 
generate more than 10% of overall website visits and sales – all while 
upholding an ROI of greater than 2000%. 



RESULTS 

Your Vertical Rail Team 

Vertical Rail is not a dashboard or an automated 

marketing tool. We act as an extension of your 

Ecommerce marketing team.  

 

We apply real-time human observation and 

comprehensive analysis to a merchant’s data 

and marketing strategy to achieve measurable 

results. 


